Introduction
Our main text reviews reports (2015) (2016) (2017) relating to 'risk assessment' (RA) in the context of 'survival circuits'. First, we provide some background context. Survival circuits 'instantiate functions that allow organisms to survive and thrive by detecting and responding to challenges and opportunities . . . [e.g.] defense, maintenance of energy and nutritional supplies . . . [they] and their adaptive functions are conserved to a significant degree across mammalian species, including humans' [1, p. 654, our emphasis]. They operate primarily at lower levels of neural processing, are not the substrate of conscious experience, and only partially overlap the control of 'emotion' [2] . Such 'quick and dirty ' [3] circuits produce characteristic RA-specific behaviours [4, 5] . In rats, these include crouch-sniff and stretch-attend when threat is near; and rearing when threat is not so immediate. All RA behaviour functions to gain information from the environment.
With less proximal threat, RA processes shift from the gathering of new external information to (most obviously in humans) slow and sophisticated [3] re-processing of information internally: planning and scanning of memory [6 ] . It may also involve rumination/worry -but with high levels of rumination 'appearing to represent a type of non-functional RA' [7 , Section 2.2]. Indeed, worry may not reflect RA at all, since it does not add information from the world or from memory; and does not function to resolve the response conflicts generated by threat.
Internalised RA is embedded in complex 'neuroeconomic' processes (see [8] ): 'We routinely have to evaluate the relative risks and rewards associated with different options, choosing between potentially more profitable, but uncertain outcomes, and safer, yet more modest, rewards, such as when managing an investment portfolio'; with rats and humans both using prefrontalamygdala-accumbens circuits in a dynamic competition between top-down and bottom-up processing [9, p. 2886]. Risk aversion can bias decisions, as can risk seeking, with bias sometimes reflecting evaluation failures within frontal circuits [10] ; and risk modulates rhythmic activity in both frontal and posterior cortex [11] . Risk in the economic literature is tightly defined as the result of chance outcomes where the probabilities are known. Ambiguity is treated as distinct and arises when probabilities are not known. RA is likely to arise primarily when there is ambiguity ([6 ] ; see Blanchard, this issue) or when behavioural strategies are being adapted in response to known probabilities. It would not be expected to occur once behaviour has stabilised -that is, it has become habitual. As detailed below, the frontal areas involved in internal RA processes have bi-directional, co-ordinating, links with subcortical RA survival circuits, which are often driven by immediate input from the environment.
'Survival circuits are sensory-motor integrative devices that serve specific adaptive purposes, . . . and they . . . control behavioural responses and internal physiological adjustment that help bring closure to the situation' [1, p. 655, our emphasis]. Tissue need can produce appetite and a search for an appetitive object. But, we are more often driven by incentive motivation -the object generates our desire [12] . With aversion, control by the object is more obvious. Proximity to, or contact with, such motivating objects (predator, food, mate) elicits object-specific www.sciencedirect.com
